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OUR STORY
Forever Young’s story began in 2008. Emma loves helping 
people, and her father is passionate about creating new and 
better products than are currently available. The family comes 
from a background of thirty years in metal manufacturing, 
and was looking for an industry to pour their hearts into. 
After attending medical shows and seeing the same old 
black, silver, and bronze hospital-style canes, Emma and 
her father decided to lead a change.

In 2009, Joe Lai, Emma’s brother, with his expertise in 
functional design and operation, was invited to join the team. 
After conducting tremendous market research, drafting 
numerous designs by hand, analyzing every study available, 
creating dozens of prototypes, and performing countless 
tests, the company was originally branded as Sky Med, a 
brand that strives to enhance people’s lives with customizable 
canes and cane accessories. Sky Med created bariatric canes 
that weighed half as much as the industry standard while 
withstanding 200 more pounds of pressure. The company 
also developed four U.S.-patented cane accessories, and 
improved cane grips to be better mobility aids.

In 2014, Emma felt something was missing. It was never the 
family’s desire to just sell products. It is our desire to use our 
gifts, abilities, and resources to bring people confidence and 
happiness . Sky Med was rebranded Forever Young to 
emphasize our vision to empower individuals.

Forever Young is a family owned business that manufactures 
safe, stylish canes and accessories, partnering with over 200 
businesses and empowering more than 325,000 individuals 
since 2009. 

THE FOUNDERS

BEHIND  THE  SCENES 
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MISSION
At Forever Young, we believe that looking stylish brings confidence. We believe 
that having fun brings happiness. We believe that people who desire active lifestyles 
should have better options and be EMPOWERED. 



Growing up in a family-owned metal-manufacturing business, I 
learned a lot by being personally involved in product development. 
My pastor always said, “You can give without love, but you cannot 
love without giving.” My purpose in founding Forever Young is to 
love people by empowering their lives through the love and talent 
my family has to share. I feel that’s the best I gift I can lead Forever 
Young Team to give.

I graduated from the University of Southern California (USC) in 
2008 with a degree in International Business, and was presented 
with the President’s Volunteer Service Award for my work with 
non-profit organizations. I was also awarded a certificate of leader-
ship, recognized as a national honor student, and received many 
scholarships. Growing up in a family-owned metal-manufacturing 
business, I learned a lot by being personally involved in product 
development. After graduating, my father and I found a need in the 
medical field, and my family decided to devote our lifetime skills 
and expertise to build better products.

It has never been my desire to just sell products. My greatest wish 
is to bring confidence and happiness to customers with what I 
do. I spent time with potential customers and cane users, and 
volunteered at non-profit organizations, rehab centers, and senior 
centers to better understand why people are not using canes even 
when they know canes could help them walk with greater balance. 
I came to realize that the stigma around using canes comes from 
the perception of feeling old when using one. I realized that I could 
help people transform this perception by personalizing their canes 
with a variety of styles and accessories. It is my dream that Forever 
Young will empower everyone to express their personality, regain 
their mobility, and keep living lives of joy and freedom. Forever 
Young exists to offer safer and happier products.

Emma Lai
Founder & Designer

ABOUT the FOUNDER
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“It has never been 
my desire to just 
sell products. My 
greatest wish is to 
bring confidence 
and happiness to 
customers with 
what I do.”



Exceptionally well designed cane!

“The Sturdy Look Collection canes by Forever 
Young is an exceptionally well designed cane. 
I highly recommend this cane to my patients 
because of its superior features -- very soft 
grip (easier to hold for people with weak or 
arthritic hands), well balanced and light 
weight, and very stable with the firm rubber 
quad base that is small enough to fit on a 
staircase yet large enough to provide a stable 
base for walking with confidence and, best of 
all, the cane stands on its own.”

- John G. DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT
  Lead Clinical Specialist, San Diego, CA

Functional and stylish!
“I highly recommend this cane and 
this company! This cane is functional 
and stylish and the cane grip is very 
comfortable. Many of my patients also 
like the cane tips as well. These tips 
are sturdy and very exclusive from 
other cane tips in the market. The 
price for all of the products made by 
this company is very reasonable. 
Their customer service is amazing!” 

- Dr. Christine L, Doctor of Chiropractic   
  Hacienda Heights, CA

Reliability, Creativity & Quality!
“We have come to respect your intelligence, reliability 
and creativity. Working with you has been a pleasure 
and continue to see improvement in the product and 
the thorough analysis you provided…is willing to 
make to ensure that the product provided is of the 
utmost quality….”

- Carol H. Vice President
  Essential Medical Supply Inc, FL

Physicians, pharmacies, distributors, and 

DMEs love Forever Young canes because our 

products are profitable and beautiful. Our field 

experts love the reliability that has come to be 

associated with Forever Young, but they mainly 

love working with us because our products 

make their customers feel safer and happier. 

BENEFITING BUSINESSES 
BY OFFERING PROFITABLE 
AND PRETTY PRODUCTS

REVIEWS
Love the excitement created!
“One of the GREAT cane/bling displays for our busiest store…
and together we determined that our company has sold over $10k 
at retail from these wonderful cane rack displays with the great 
accessories. ALL CASH SALES... Gotta love it!!..Our company is 
grateful for the cash sales, our associates love the excitement the 
display creates and our customers must agree as they have spent 
over $10k on really cool canes and accessories.”

- Bruce B. Regional Director of Merchandising
Williams Brothers Health Care Pharmacy, IN
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REVIEWS
MY MOTHER REFUSED 
TO USE A CANE!
“My mother’s last fall resulted in two frac-
tures to the pelvis it was a wakeup call. 
She now understands Forever Young cane 
makes her feels happy and safe….”  

- Nancy from 
  Fullerton, CA   

MY PHYSICAL 
THERAPIST GOT 
ONE FOR ME!
“The hospital gave me an uncomfortable 
hard handle cane, then, my Physical 
Therapists purchased a Forever young 
stylish and comfortable cane for me.”            

- Sarah from Laguna Hills, CA  

IF YOU HAVE TO USE ONE, IT 
MIGHT AS WELL BE PRETTY!
It is a pretty color pink, at the right price and a very 
useful during this period of my life. Once I saw how 
well made it was, I got a few more in different colors. 
Why not be color coordinated while I’m rehabbing.                                               

- Myra from Miami, FL  

More than 325,000 people have been empowered 
by Forever Young products since 2009. Family 
members choose Forever Young to offer their love 
ones style and mobility, receiving peace of mind in 
return. Others have been purchasing our products 
to refresh their looks and regain their self-esteem.

BENEFITING OVER 325,000 
PEOPLE WITH IMPROVED 
CONFIDENCE AND MORE 
HAPPINESS  
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FOUND THIS 
CANE TO BE 
THE BEST!
“With an arthritic hand, it is 
the most comfortable one 
I own, and I do have about 
six of them.”                                                 

            - Arlene 
from Commerce, MI                                        

BOUGHT ONE FOR 
MY HUSBAND!
“My sister has Transverse Myelitis 
and this is the only cane that does 
not cause her pain. Now, I am getting 
one for my husband.”                 

- Diana from Lubbock, TX



Forever Young offers beautiful 

and colorful cane collections 

for every taste and need. 

This DivaCane™ Collection 

can go from glamorous dress 

to everyday outfit.

Ready-To-Wear

PRODUCT SPECS

• Weighs just 1.12 lbs

• Supports up to 300 lbs

• Height adjusts: 

   29 3/4’’– 40 3/4’’

• Tip size: 3/4’’ 

• Material: Aluminum
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METALLIC COLORS

The foreveryoung Difference 

Two-Tone
Embellished
Rhinestones

Self-
Standing

Moisture
Wicking

Easy
Adjustments

Soft Grip

Match
with

Outfit

Lightweight
Design

Improve
Stability



ELEGANT PURPLE 
Feel beyond beautiful with the 

Radiant Purple Sturdy DivaCane™ 

and wear it to endure the test of 

time. You will be amazed by what 

fashion can do for women of any 

age. Radiant Purple is a generous 

and empowering color.  
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PERFECT LOOK



The combination of Radiant Purple and Haute Pink 
rhinestones on a Sparking Cane Strap adds elegance 
and style to any look.    

This Sturdy DivaCane™ is classy 
and can complete any style.

COLLECTION
STURDY LOOK COLLECTION
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• Style: Sturdy DivaCaneTM

• Style #: DCQP1

• Color: Radiant Purple



PERFECT ROMANCE 
Haute Pink color is the perfect shade for 

new look and style. This shade brings out 

the sexy, romantic, and dramatic side of 

every woman. The fabulous Haute Pink 

Sturdy DivaCane™ is perfect to pair with 

feminine pieces that will transform you 

into a glamour queen.
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PRETTY LOOK



Haute Pink and Radiant Purple rhinestones work 
together on a Sparking Cane Strap to create a 
beautiful, fashionable look.    

The Sturdy DivaCane™ allows a 
bold and confident woman to 
complete her perfect style. 

COLLECTION
STURDY LOOK COLLECTION

• Style: Sturdy DivaCaneTM

• Style #: DCQP2

• Color: Haute Pink
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NATURAL 
BLISS 
Enjoy your day with the timeless Natural 

Green Sturdy DivaCane™. The cool beauty 

of nature never goes out of style.
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REFRESHED LOOK



The combination of Natural Green and Radiant Purple 
rhinestones on a Sparkling Cane Strap creates a look 
that glows with quiet beauty.     

This everyday Sturdy DivaCane™ 
lets you move freely and stay in 
step with your lifestyle.

COLLECTION
STURDY LOOK COLLECTION
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• Style: Sturdy DivaCaneTM

• Style #: DCQG1

• Color: Natural Green



BRIGHT AND BOLD
Supercharge your look and wear it well with the 

breakthrough Vibrant Orange Sturdy DivaCane™. The 

bright color brings out the groove of your own fashion 

beat to create a positive new look and energy.
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VIBRANT LOOK



The contrast of Luxe Champagne and Vibrant Orange 
rhinestones on the Sparkling Cane Strap brings a ray 
of sunshine to any look 

Color pop! This Vibrant Orange 
Sturdy DivaCane™ is infused 
with energy to impress with 
surprising versatility.

COLLECTION
STURDY LOOK COLLECTION
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• Style: Sturdy DivaCaneTM

• Style #: DCQO1

• Color: Vibrant Orange



SHARP & EDGE
Sometimes you just want to express your personality 

from a different angle and stay cool and sophisticated 

at the same time. Keep the feminine-yet-tough tension 

going with the Forever Young Edgy Black Sturdy 

DivaCane™. Show your sophisticated and refined 

side by going out on the town in style. 
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SHARP LOOK



This Edgy Black Sturdy DivaCane™ 
is always classy creates a look that 
dominates. 

COLLECTION
STURDY LOOK COLLECTION
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The contrast of Daring Black and Cool Grey rhinestones 
on the Sparking Cane Strap provides a fascinating fashion 
beat to quench your thirst for excitement.   

• Style: Sturdy DivaCaneTM

• Style #: DCQB1

• Color: Edgy Black



Feel blessed and graceful with the 

Forever Young Holy Black Sturdy 

DivaCane™. This DivaCane™ is like 

a work of modern art that embraces 

the graceful beauty of faith.
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FAITH LOOK

YOUR STATEMENT 
OF FAITH 



• Style: Sturdy DivaCaneTM

• Style #: DCQB1

• Color: Edgy Black 

The two-tone arrangement of daring black and 
crystal-clear rhinestones outlines the Sparking 
Cane Strap in the shape of a cross.       

Incorporate your faith into your 
daily lifestyle and be reminded 
of your blessings as you use the 
Holy Black Sturdy DivaCane™. 

COLLECTION
STURDY LOOK COLLECTION
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• Style: Sturdy DivaCaneTM

• Style #: DCQB2

• Color: Holy Black



Forever Young offers a classic cane 

collection for every taste and need. 

This HeroCane™ Collection can 

match any outfit, from fine suits to 

casual day wear.

The HeroCane™ matches your style 

and increases your stability. 

Designed with strong, neutral 

colors to increase your confidence, 

express your look, and help you to 

get around with ease. 

Ready-To-Wear

PRODUCT SPECS

• Weighs just 1.12 lbs

• Supports up to 300 lbs

• Height adjusts: 

   29 3/4’’– 40 3/4’’

• Tip size: 3/4’’ 

• Material: Aluminum
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The foreveryoung Difference 

Braided 
Premium 
Leather

Self-
Standing

Moisture
Wicking

Easy
Adjustments
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METALLIC COLOR

Soft Grip

Match
with

Outfit

Lightweight
Design

Improve
Stability



KEEP IT 
CLASSIC 

From classic appeal to street-ready style, dress 

confidently and effortlessly with Forever Young 

Classic Black Sturdy HeroCane™. This design 

reflects both tailoring and easygoing styling to 

make you feel sexy and chic at the same time.
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CLASSIC LOOK



• Style: Sturdy DivaCaneTM

• Style #: DCQB1

• Color: Edgy Black 

This simple and beautiful tailored leather strap is where 
charming and chic meet. 

This Classic Black Sturdy HeroCane™ 
is one of the most irresistible and 
powerful fashion finds you need to 
look good whatever your dress code 
may be. 

COLLECTION
STURDY LOOK COLLECTION
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• Style: Sturdy HeroCaneTM

• Style #: HCQB1

• Color: Classic Black



CASUAL CHILLS
You can create fashion with simplicity!! Fashion 

sometimes means simple and effortless. Keep chic 

with the polished look of the Forever Young Casual 

Brown Sturdy HeroCane™,  whether you are on the 

go or relaxed at home.
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CASUAL LOOK



Want to keep your look low-key? 
This Casual Brown Sturdy 
HeroCane™ is ultra light and 
super comfortable for relaxing 
or traveling to wherever your 
dream paradise may be.

COLLECTION
STURDY LOOK COLLECTION
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• Style: Sturdy HeroCaneTM

• Style #: HCQB2

• Color: Casual Brown

This sleek, tailored leather 
strap expresses a modern 
and relaxed look with 
comfort and style.  



Forever Young Canes

Tel: 714.982.0283     Fax: 714.249.4784

6905 Aragon Circle, Buena Park, CA 90620

foreveryoungcanes.com


